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Chapter 831 - 'Immortal like Venue' 

The yacht was really big and spacious, like a lone white lotus in the middle of the lake. 

 

But there were many fishes and lotuses around the yacht, providing natural entertainment for the 

guests. 

 

The guests could roam around the yacht while watching the lotuses around the lake or some fishes. 

 

Aside from the beautiful night view, there was also unique music slowly filling the entire yacht. 

 

The band diligently played soothing ancient china music for the guests, using guqin or other ancient 

china music instruments. 

 

Such novelty immediately intrigued everyone's hearts. 

 

"I never knew this kind of music existed! So good!" 

 

"Yes, it matches the venue's overall theme." 

 

"Hufttt...the event organizer is really wonderful. I also want to hold this kind of party." 

 

The band itself was also prepared by Zev and the whole band members suffered under Martin and the 

Godfather's joint effort just to be able to play this kind of music. 

 

After all, there wasn't any type of music like this in this world! 

 

The band members had suffered… 

 



Aside from the band members, the servants were also tortured for months just to prepare for the 

birthday party. 

 

All of them wore immortal-like clothes, plain white with wide sleeves and skirts as they served the 

guests wearing western-themed clothing. 

 

This kind of contrast was somewhat unique, and many guests liked this kind of novelty. 

 

"The servants are like celestials. If I knew the theme would be like this, I would have customized a dress 

with a similar theme too!" 

 

One of the female guests sighed as they looked down at their western-themed dress. 

 

Still, although the guests mostly wore western-type clothes, it didn't clash with the venue's theme at all, 

only adding more color and diversity. 

 

After all, Ainsley had stated in the invitation that the dress code would be white and blue, and that's 

why the guests' dress color still matched the venue despite the different theme. 

 

Even the food prepared on the yacht was also something unique and most of the guests had never 

eaten anything like this. 

 

Time passed by while the guests enjoyed the light feast and novel performance. 

 

At eight past fifteen minutes, after most guests had arrived, only then did Ainsley slowly went to the 

lake with the Godfather and Zev behind her. 

 

She didn't know why but today, the Godfather was dressed up nicely in western a suit and Zev even 

went back to his original form. 

 

Zev wore elegant ancient china clothing, looking just like a passing immortal. 

 



[Say, when did you two come back? How come I just realized now?] Ainsley looked back at the two 

spirits while sitting on Cellino's wide back. 

 

In order to keep the dress clean, Cellino transformed into his beast form and went to carry Ainsley on his 

back. 

 

Facing Ainsley's question, both the Godfather and Zev were silent before showing a mysterious smile. 

 

[This lord came back at seven o'clock, just when you were changing your clothes.] 

 

[Same here!] Zev hurriedly chipped in, but he suddenly recalled something and then his face flushed red. 

 

The young man hurriedly flew farther away from the Godfather, as if afraid of something. 

 

The Godfather only had a satisfied smile on his face, just like a lion who had successfully hunted his prey. 

 

Seeing such an ambiguous scene between the two spirits, Ainsley only raised an eyebrow and pretended 

to be blind. 

 

[Okay, okay, I get it. Uncle Godfather and Zev should have told me sooner about this, though...I was 

really anxious when I didn't see you at the house for so long.] 

 

After a little episode with the two spirits, Ainsley, escorted by the five buds, Elliana and Grandpa Yofan, 

finally arrived at the glass bridge. 

 

This time, she went down from Cellino's back and patted the beast's head affectionately. 

 

[You can change back now and follow me, or maintain your current size and walk side by side.] 

 

Ainsley let Cellino choose how he would want to enter the yacht. 



 

Anyway, the bridge was wide enough for the two of them to walk side by side, even when Cellino was in 

his beast form. 

 

Cellino immediately answered without thinking too much. [I'll use my beast form but the medium size, 

awooo.] 

 

In that instant, Cellino immediately shrunk and became as big as an ordinary wolf. 

 

Because of this, he now looked like a match for the little baby next to his leg! 

 

The two of them walking together crossing the bridge was like a pair of immortals– one is the master 

and one is the companion beast. 

 

The guests had already been informed about Ainsley's arrival, and when they went to the deck to look at 

the bridge, this scene was what they saw. 

 

"Wow, the two of them look so cute! The sacred beast is so fluffy!" One of the young girls among the 

guests exclaimed with a voice full of envy. 

 

Another immediately commented on Ainsley's dress. 

 

"Ahhh, look at her dress! So good! So cute! She's like an immortal descending to our humble world!" 

 

The moment Ainsley stepped on the glass bridge, many white butterflies shining in the dark immediately 

surrounded her. 

 

The soft blue butterfly on her skirts also glowed even more intensely. 

 

The whole baby was surrounded by a lot of pretty butterflies, but the butterflies only added to the kid's 

immortal aura. 



 

The light from the butterflies robot wasn't too dazzling, just soft enough to illuminate the dark night. 

 

With each step Ainsley made, the glass bridge would flash with pink or blue, and many flying-type beasts 

would roar one after another. 

 

"Grrrr!" 

 

"Kaaaaa!" 

 

"Wiiiiiii!" 

 

The beasts were like welcoming the master of the land, one by one spreading their wings and circling 

the sky above the baby. 

 

It was so grand and imposing! 
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Chapter 832 - 'Toads Want To Eat Swan' 

Even the fish-type monsters and beasts in the lake also followed after the baby, swimming below the 

glass bridge. 

 

Such a magnificent and gorgeous entry made everyone couldn't look away from tonight's birthday girl– 

Ainsley. 

 

Actually, Ainsley's face was already flushed red as she crossed the bridge with all sorts of immortal-like 

effects around her. 

 

She squeezed the hem of her dress and roared to the Godfather and Zev. 

 

[AHHHHH! Who arranged all the magical effects?! I'm so embarrassed– this is too high profile!] 



 

Ainsley was already twenty-or so inside, so this kind of magical effect made her so embarrassed she felt 

like dying. 

 

But it's good! It's so pretty! 

 

She also wanted to have a birthday like this! And now she achieved what she wished for, but it's still 

quite embarrassing… 

 

At Ainsley's loud roar full of embarrassment, Zev and the Godfather looked at each other before smiling 

from ear to ear. 

 

They seemed to have a tacit understanding without talking at all. 

 

If you ask them who arranged this kind of cheesy effects and performance...of course, it's the two of 

them, okay? 

 

Now that the Godfather had completely recovered his memories, he felt even more guilty of forgetting 

Ainsley before. 

 

Thus, he swore he would make Ainsley's first birthday in this world to be the best among her peers! 

 

That's how they came up with a concept that didn't exist in this world– at least not widely known. 

 

But both the Godfather and Zev didn't answer Ainsley and just smiled at her, urging her to go to the 

yacht. 

 

[Go on, lil lass. The guests are waiting.] 

 

[Yeah, yeah!] 

 



Under the two people's pressure, Ainsley had no choice but to quickly pass through the bridge and enter 

the yacht. 

 

The night banquet's first half was only an event to socialize and give Ainsley gifts. 

 

The cake and everything else wasn't at the yacht but at the mansion's main hall, along with a huge feast 

of various foods, not just desserts and drinks. 

 

Since this was a night banquet, Ainsley invited a lot of people that she knew. 

 

Even if she didn't really know those people, she still sent invitations just to be polite. 

 

After all, she's now famous and had to take care of other powerhouses' faces too. 

 

Although the people she invited were still limited to the mafia society, the guilds, and other neutral 

forces and a few from the government camp. 

 

However, some powerhouses were on Ainsley's blacklist, and naturally, she didn't invite them. 

 

One of them was the Aretha Family! 

 

But in the end, Ainsley still sent an invitation but not directed to the Aretha Family and only directed to 

Raphael with the purpose to negotiate about Vallan. 

 

Unlike other guests who could bring their partner or children, the Aretha Family only had Raphael to 

attend the party, and the young man didn't even represent the Aretha Family. 

 

Such a sight was really embarrassing for the Aretha Family that Michael, Blair, and the other two boys 

went mad. 

 



"Damn it! How could she not invite us? So rude!" Michael felt his face burning from shame as he looked 

at the mafia society's social media. 

 

Ainsley's birthday party was something huge considering her Inheritance Stone's mine and Pandora 

Island. 

 

Thus, the guests who attended would take pictures or videos and post it on their social media. 

 

In just an hour or so, Ainsley's birthday party became another trending topic, mainly because of the 

unusual party theme and venue. 

 

But there were also a lot of influential people that most people at the mafia society couldn't meet so 

easily, yet these people attended the party! 

 

The head of the Billios Family, several big guild masters, a lot of high-ranking family heads, the family 

heads of all 7 great families… 

 

Even the 7 sacred families also attended and their family heads attended in person, giving Ainsley their 

respect. 

 

Ainsley actually didn't really want to invite them but she still did out of formality. 

 

Who would have known that all family heads came in person and they also brought their heir or sons 

around Ainsley's age with them? 

 

In just a single glance, their purpose was clear to the eye. 

 

They wanted to match their sons with Ainsley! 

 

Ainsley was still smiling at the guests as she held a champagne glass full of orange juice. 

 



She talked to the guests, greeted them here and there, discussing business and other topics, but her 

smile never reached her eyes. 

 

Especially when she greeted the kids around her age or a few years older than her. 

 

One Noah wasn't enough, and many more popped out! 

 

The Godfather and Zev who saw this couldn't help but blow their top. 

 

[Shameless! The Lil lass is only four!] 

 

The Godfather's teeth were aching when he thought that the little disciple he cultivated was going to 

run away with someone else. 

 

Oh, no, no. Others would want to kidnap his disciple! 

 

Even Zev also gritted his teeth as he glared at all these boys trying to flatter Ainsley, looking like a bunch 

of proud peacocks. 

 

[A bunch of toads wanting to eat swan meat! All of these brats can't even compare to my host's toes!] 

 

Indeed, Ainsley was too dazzling and amazing. 

 

Children around her age or those below ten years old couldn't really compare with her aside from their 

family background and handsome faces. 

 

However, Ainsley also had an exquisite face with a powerful family background. 

 

Her family was now a high-ranking mafia family and became the Walter Family's ally. 

 



Her family was also backed by the Billios Family, five other high-ranking families and a lot of big guilds. 

 

Even the mafia council was on her side because of the island's project. 

 

Which one among these children could truly deserve Ainsley? 

 

Almost no one! 
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Chapter 833 - 'Loiza Familys Past Offense' 

In fact, these children' parents knew that their sons didn't deserve to be Ainsley's future partner at all. 

 

Their sons were too unqualified. 

 

But they still had the mentality of climbing the tall tree, sending their sons hoping to get Ainsley's 

affection and then benefiting from it. 

 

Look, the five high-ranking families well-known because of their children's good friendship was one of 

the successful examples. 

 

The children somehow befriended Ainsley, and their families also profited! 

 

The other high-ranking families who once attended the high-ranking family gathering when the 

tournament was still ongoing… 

 

They suddenly regretted things. 

 

Back then, they also saw Ainsley and knew that she needed people to sell drugs to her. 

 

However, no one wanted to help because she's still not worthy of them just yet. The family was famous, 

but it was only a middle-ranking family in the end. 



 

Only the five children helped Ainsley in exchange for something and then started to become her friends 

for real. 

 

Now, look. 

 

The Sloan Family's status soared once they became a high-ranking family, and the other five high-

ranking families couldn't compare with the Sloan Family at all. 

 

But it was Ainsley's turn to help her friends and benefit the five families! 

 

The parents instantly regretted not asking their children to play with Ainsley when her family was still a 

middle-ranking family. 

 

Now that the baby became one of the influential figures in the mafia society, it was already hard to 

approach her! 

 

Her circle of friends was full of elites that others couldn't casually approach. 

 

Only the 7 sacred and 7 great families still had a chance. 

 

Well, the 7 great families, especially the Walter and Meidian Family, already got close to Ainsley, and 

their children were also not that awkward around the baby. 

 

The other 7 great families were also not hostile or indifferent to the baby because of the Walter Family. 

 

Alas, there was still one family among the 7 great families who suffered… 

 

Their youngest son, around 8 years old, had just approached Ainsley when the baby noticed the boy's 

emblem and couldn't help but frown. 

 



"Someone from the Loiza Family?" Ainsley's smile vanished as she questioned the poor boy. 

 

The boy was quite arrogant usually, but in front of Ainsley, he suddenly became meek. 

 

The boy nodded like a chicken, not knowing why Ainsley's tone of voice became a bit hostile. 

 

"Y-yes, I'm from the Loiza Family...do you know us?" 

 

Ainsley blinked before nodding. 

 

"Of course, I know. I have seen your carriage before and even seen one of your butlers." 

 

Ainsley tugged the corner of her lips but didn't form a sweet smile. What came from her mouth was a 

sneer instead. 

 

"I don't know who's inside the carriage, but the carriage looks expensive, and someone important from 

your family should be inside..." 

 

Ainsley snapped her fingers and called Alvaro, who was lurking not far away from her. 

 

Alvaro immediately dashed to the baby and ignored the confused boy. He nodded politely before 

opening his mouth. 

 

"Yes, family head?" 

 

"Hum, Alvaro. Do you remember the Loiza carriage outside of the capital city a few months ago? Or 

maybe around a year ago?" 

 

Alvaro's eyes instantly flickered. 

 



"When we first came to the capital…?" 

 

"Yes, yes. Do you know who boarded that carriage?" 

 

Alvaro had investigated the person boarding the carriage because their Sloan Family still bore a grudge. 

 

After all, the Loiza Family butler insulted their Sloan Family, which was really humiliating. 

 

Alvaro immediately answered. 

 

"The one boarding the carriage was the first daughter of the Loiza Family. Main daughter." 

 

The Loiza Family's first daughter was around Raphael's age, and she had just graduated from the Elton 

Academy. 

 

In other words, it was this boy's older sister. 

 

Ainsley knew that the one insulting her family and cutting the line was the butler, but a butler also 

represented whoever was inside the carriage. 

 

If the carriage's owner didn't ask the butler to cut the line, how could the butler dare to do that? 

 

Thus, Ainsley already had a bad impression of people from the Loiza Family. If they could be this 

arrogant, she didn't think their moral value was good. 

 

"I'm sorry. Your older sister once offended me. I don't think I can become friends with you." 

 

Ainsley directly rejected the boy while explaining what the boy's older sister did. 

 



"She once cut the line when we lined up to enter the capital city, and her personal butler also insulted 

my Sloan Family." 

 

This is a matter of dignity, and since their family had finally risen to a higher position, their dignity was 

worth a lot. 

 

No big powerhouses would want others to insult their family and mock their family in front of others. 

 

Ainsley was the same! 

 

After Ainsley explained the case, the boy was stunned silly. 

 

He knew that his older sister, the heir that the family cultivated, was a bit arrogant because she 

contracted a fairy with space-element ability. 

 

Although the ability was only a simple teleport, such a fairy was already so good! 

 

The fairy should be related to the fairy of space or should be her direct subordinate. 

 

Relying on this, his older sister often offended a lot of people, but the others didn't dare to get back at 

her. 

 

After all, most of the girl's victims were people with low social status. 

 

But alas...she finally kicked a hard plate...she offended Ainsley! 

 

If her parents heard of this, they would surely beat up the girl and maybe reconsider whether she should 

be the next family head or not. 

 

Even if she's currently the only one with a contract fairy in the family aside from the current family head, 

if her character was bad, she could be kicked out. 



 

Plus, the worst thing she did was to offend Ainsley! 
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Chapter 834 - 'Raphaels Request For Negotiation' 

The boy from the Loiza Family hung his head in shame and didn't dare to chat with Ainsley anymore. 

 

His sister was also here with his parents, but they didn't meet Ainsley yet. Before that happened...he 

had to tell them what his good sister did to Ainsley! 

 

With that, the boy ran away to find his parents and older sister. 

 

Once he told them the story of how his older sister offended Ainsley when she was still an unknown 

force, the middle-aged couple almost spurting out blood. 

 

"Good, good! What kind of heir are you, huh? Daring to cut the line and even insult someone else's 

family– you are really spoiled!" 

 

The Loiza Family current family head, the boy's father, looked at his oldest daughter and had the urge to 

slap her. 

 

This is the heir that he carefully cultivated, and he was satisfied with her performance aside from her 

bad attitude. 

 

At first, he didn't care much about the girl's bad attitude, and even if she offended others, the family 

could still handle it. 

 

But now, she's so unlucky and directly offended the baby who had the whole Pandora Island in her 

hands! 

 

The rumor said that the Inheritance Stone's mine had a lot of stones but was easy to get. 

 



Despite that, whoever joined the project would simply soar, and their family might expand to twice the 

original development. 

 

The Loiza Family had always been at the bottom of the 7 great families. 

 

They wanted to use this chance to bypass the other families and raise their rank, replacing the others. 

 

Who would have known that their own heir was the one who destroyed this chance?! 

 

The girl was instantly scolded harshly while others secretly watched the show. 

 

The more they listened to the conversation, the more alarmed they became. 

 

Some guests immediately con, tacted their children and the others also inquired about Ainsley's past 

activities. 

 

"Son, the daughter, have you offended the Sloan Family somehow? Think about it. Yes, any small 

clues…" 

 

"Dear wife, did we ever offend the Sloan Family? No? Or anyone from the Sloan Family? Maybe they're 

in disguise?" 

 

The bosses were worried that their family members were as stupid as that girl and indirectly offended 

Ainsley, this little ancestor. 

 

And so, many of them asked the whole family and carefully investigated whether they ever offended the 

Sloan Family or not. 

 

Those who did offend the Sloan Family before instantly shuddered in shock and fright while the innocent 

ones sighed in relief. 

 



'Thank God...let's not provoke the Sloan Family. That family isn't only strong but also has a lot of 

business opportunities!' 

 

After that little episode, the rest of the lake banquet went smoothly. 

 

Everyone enjoyed the drinks and desserts, and after talking with Ainsley, they were also happy when 

they knew that she would sell stocks to develop the island. 

 

The number of main shareholders wasn't that much compared with the island's size itself. 

 

It was so large that it could easily accommodate more than one Singapore. Maybe triple the size of 

Singapore! 

 

Ainsley was indeed lucky to receive the island in exchange for an exotic and rare potion back then. 

 

But the island was barren before she developed it. Thus, only the potential was high, but the result was 

still zero. 

 

Ainsley wasn't too anxious and used this lake banquet to interact with many powerhouses that she had 

never met before. 

 

The others also interacted with her but got attracted to Jake's side. After all, Jake brought three non-

human beings to the lake banquet! 

 

In that instant, almost all the guests couldn't resist peeking at Jake and the three people around him. 

 

No one was brave and shameless enough to approach Jake to interact with the three foreign guests, 

except for Ainsley. 

 

Even those close to Jake were also cautious when approaching Jake and his foreign friends, but when 

Ainsley saw Jake, she immediately trotted over. 

 



"Hey, Jake!" 

 

Ainsley casually waved her hand as she looked at the three people around Jake before greeting them in 

their respective language one by one. 

 

"Good evening, big brother Eth." 

 

"Good evening, big sister Tyra. You look so pretty!" 

 

"Good evening, Yeon." 

 

Ainsley's voice was waxy and sticky, sounding so cute to these people. Eth and Tyra nodded at Ainsley 

with a smile on their face, but only Yeon had a sour face. 

 

"You call them big bro and big sis but don't call me big bro anymore. What is this...is this discrimination? 

You racist!" 

 

Yeon complained tearfully as he spread his sexy pheromone everywhere, seducing the male and female 

guests. 

 

Seeing such a shameless fox, Ainsley was reminded of Jake. 

 

Both of them had a similar vibe but one looked more like a little devil while the other was definitely a 

fox. 

 

Ainsley could only sigh and give up bantering with Yeon. 

 

"Yes, yes, it's my fault. Good evening, big bro Yeon." 

 

Ainsley rolled her eyes at this drama queen fox before talking with Jake and the other two non-human 

beings, directly ignoring Yeon. 



 

Poor Yeon shed tears as he tried to talk to Ainsley, but before he could, a guard suddenly approached 

Ainsley and lowered his head with a solemn face. 

 

"Excuse me for interrupting." 

 

Ainsley looked up at the servant and nodded, silently gesturing to him to talk. 

 

The servant immediately opened his mouth and spoke stiffly. 

 

"Reporting. The Aretha Family heir is looking for you, boss. He said that he has unfinished business with 

you and wants to finish it soon." 

 

When Ainsley heard this, she instantly narrowed her eyebrows. 

 

Raphael? So he came to negotiate about Vallan. 

 

To be honest, Vallan had been reduced to your usual farm horse, and Ainsley almost forgot about him. 

 

Raphael's request was really timely! 
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Chapter 835 - "Want Bomber Jets, Navy, And Tanks" 

"Please bring Raphael to my private cabin, " Ainsley told the servant before going to her cabin inside the 

yacht. 

 

There were a few cabins available for the guests who weren't feeling well or just wanted to rest, but 

Ainsley's cabin was not like the other cabins. 

 

The soundproof system and other security measures there was top-notch! 

 



Plus, Ainsley called the five buds to come with her to the cabin to guard against Raphael. 

 

With this, Raphael couldn't attack Ainsley and force her to return Vallan to him. 

 

The servant immediately nodded and went to call Raphael. At the same time, Ainsley bid goodbye to 

Yeon and the others. 

 

"I have something to do. Let's talk again later, okay?" 

 

The three non-human guests didn't mind and immediately nodded. 

 

"Go on." 

 

"It's okay." 

 

"Get back soon, little kiddo!" 

 

With that, Ainsley went to her private cabin with the five buds as her bodyguards. 

 

Inside the cabin, Raphael was already sitting on a single-seat sofa in front of the coffee table near the 

bed. 

 

The other single-seat sofa across him was still empty, and it was prepared for Ainsley. 

 

Raphael was escorted by two servants, who were still there behind Raphael until Ainsley came to the 

cabin. 

 

"Boss." 

 

"Family head." 



 

The two servants bowed at Ainsley and called her out. 

 

Even when they're not mafia members, everyone was used to calling Ainsley as little boss, boss, or 

family head instead of young miss or master. 

 

"Hum. Thanks for the hard work. You can go out and serve the other guests now." 

 

Ainsley waved her hands as she thanked the two servants and the servants immediately left the cabin. 

 

Right after the servants left, the five buds closed the cabin's door, and Ethania volunteered to guard the 

door against the inside. 

 

The other four went to stand beside Ainsley's sofa. 

 

One on Ainsley's left side, one on her right side, the other two went to stand beside Raphael's sofa to 

guard against his sudden attack. 

 

Seeing such a full force being deployed here, Raphael, in his navy blue suit, couldn't help but chuckle. 

 

"I don't know if I should feel honoured with this level of security, " The young man spoke softly, but 

people would only get goosebumps from his voice. 

 

Ainsley furrowed her eyebrows and didn't answer Raphael's casual joke. She immediately crossed her 

legs and tapped the armchair. 

 

"Let's just go straight to the point. What can you offer for me to return Vallan to you?" 

 

Raphael was 14 years older than Ainsley, who had only turned four years old today, but Ainsley didn't 

even care to be polite with this teenager. 

 



Not that Raphael minds it. He just smiled stiffly and laughed. 

 

"I didn't expect you to want to return Vallan to me. I thought you wouldn't." 

 

After all, Vallan was a sacred beast. 

 

Although Ainsley had to regularly charm him everyday to make him stay obediently inside the 

dimensional bracelet, he's still useful as a trump card. 

 

But only Ainsley knew that her charm had been less effective on Vallan. The more she used her charm, 

the less the effect on the same target. 

 

Because of this, one day, Vallan would be completely immune to her charm and that would be bad. 

 

She couldn't make Vallan to become her contract beast voluntarily because Vallan still belonged to 

Raphael. 

 

Unless Raphael died, no one could shake their contract bond. 

 

And so, Vallan became less and less useful. He's not even a good trump card for Ainsley anymore. 

 

Thus, Ainsley did plan to return Vallan to Raphael in exchange for something… 

 

And this something better be as expensive and rare as a sacred beast. 

 

"Vallan is no longer useful for me." Ainsley lifted her chin as she spoke truthfully to Raphael. 

 

"I have two other potential sacred beasts, and both of them combined will be way stronger than Vallan 

or Valeria from your family." 

 



That's also the truth. 

 

The Sloan Family was once the strongest sacred family and could even stand above the Walter Family 

because of the three sacred beasts. 

 

But whether the family head could contract all beasts or not depended on the family head itself… 

 

Raphael wasn't offended by Ainsley's humble bragging, and he only nodded politely. 

 

"I see. Now I know why you want to return Vallan to me. Then, let's get straight to the point." 

 

Raphael's aura changed, and he became even more solemn than before. 

 

"What do you want in exchange for Vallan's freedom?" 

 

Do you want money? Territory? Businesses? Properties? Or maybe planes and other heavy and 

expensive vehicles? 

 

Ainsley rubbed her chin at Raphael's question and slowly opened her mouth. 

 

"I want bomber jets, navy, and tanks." Ainsley smiled from ear to ear as she continued. 

 

"The special type. And the number should be enough to accommodate my family's troops." 

 

Ainsley had near 5000 members now, so if someone wanted to prepare bomber jets, navy and tanks or 

other heavy vehicles, they would need at least a thousand or more! 

 

Raphael's face instantly turned black. 

 

This baby wants a mile after being given an inch! 



 

Normal bomber jets or other heavy vehicles for war weren't that hard to give, but the special type… 

 

They're all more resistant to special abilities, and they're all powered by energy crystals. 

 

Each of the vehicles also had a durable small shield/barrier and it was hard to completely destroy the 

vehicle in just one or two attacks. 

 

Even Jake and the others almost couldn't destroy the jets without the wild sea monsters' rapid attacks 

or the wild flying-type monsters besieging the jets. 

 

One could wonder if the Sloan Family was also equipped with bomber jets, navy, tanks and the like. 

 

They would be even stronger than before! 
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The Sloan Family was strong, but they're not as strong as the 7 sacred or 7 great families yet, precisely 

because of these heavy vehicles. 

 

Even the Billios Family had private bombers, navy and tanks, but the Sloan Family didn't. 

 

Usually, mafia families had a few bombers, navy or tanks, but none of them had a lot expect for the 7 

sacred families, 7 great families, and the mafia council. 

 

The reason why the mafia society could stand against the government without getting wiped out was 

precisely that they had heavy vehicles for war. 

 

The mafia society could produce special planes, bombers, thanks, and even the navy. 

 

And one of the biggest heavy vehicle producers in the mafia society was precisely the Aretha Family. 



 

The Walter Family also produces weapons and heavy vehicles, but in terms of bomber jets, tanks, and 

the navy, the Aretha Family was better. 

 

That's why the Aretha Family could stand at the top of the 7 sacred families with only two sacred beasts! 

 

And that's also why the Walter Family was wary of the Aretha Family. 

 

The Aretha Family was even growing stronger and stronger lately. 

 

If not for offending Ainsley and didn't getting any benefits she offered, they would have long become as 

strong as the Walter Family. 

 

Now, the Walter Family was advancing by leaps and bounds while the Aretha family started to decline. 

 

They couldn't advance anymore, and their businesses suffered a significant loss a year ago. 

 

It's all because of Ainsley! 

 

Now, the kid wanted the Aretha Family to provide heavy vehicles for them?? 

 

"Right, don't think of tampering with the vehicles or planting any small tricks, " 

 

Ainsley took a cup of milk from Jevon and calmly sipped a bit of hot milk from the cup. 

 

"Jake invited a dwarf here, and she will stay for quite a time. When your vehicles are delivered to my 

mansion, she will check them all." 

 

And Ainsley also intended to ask Tyra to modify the vehicles to create an even stronger troops! 

 



Of course, in exchange, she would give her some Inheritance Stones and she could pick the types. 

 

After all, her people and the alliance members had started to mine the stones, and they could give some 

to others through the back door. 

 

Inheritance stones could be used to trade with many things and not just money or a business connection 

with the non-human races! 

 

Hearing this, Raphael's face turned a shade darker. 

 

He did think of tampering with the vehicles or giving a cheap, sloppy one, but who would have thought 

there would be a dwarf... 

 

The dwarves in this world aren't only good at making magic weapons but also good at creating advanced 

technology. 

 

That's why, even though their continent is really barren and needs a lot of natural resources other than 

non-consumable resources... 

 

The dwarves could still live happily without lacking anything. 

 

After all, the elves provided them with plants and fruits. The beastman provided them with meat and 

materials to make clothes. 

 

The fairies provided them with honey, sugar, flowers and other spices, while the merfolk gave them 

water and seafood. 

 

The winged people control the weather to help the dwarves cultivate plants and rear animals in their 

barren continent. 

 

All of this is in exchange for the dwarves' technology and weapons! 

 



The dwarves' technology is unique and different from the humans. 

 

No other races could imitate their technology, and that's why they could sell weapons and other 

technologies to other races in exchange for natural resources. 

 

The dwarves' territory was really dry and only provided ores or materials to make weapons. 

 

The whole continent was full of mines and rocks. No plants could survive there, and water was barely 

available due to the high temperature. 

 

They had no sea, no lake or river. They also couldn't rear animals, and food was extremely scarce. 

 

Thus, they needed help from other races. 

 

The Billios Family was one of those helpers. 

 

They sold food, edible plants, and a lot of natural resources that could only be found on the human 

continent. 

 

That's how the Billios Family monopolized the Teleportal technology and other advanced technology in 

the human continent! 

 

But no matter how much ores and precious stones the dwarves had, they also lacked Inheritance 

Stones. 

 

There were almost no Abyss entrances or exits at the dwarf continent, and even if there was, there 

could be barely an Inheritance Stone formed around the area. 

 

The Inheritance Stone mine was something they could only dream of! 

 

The dwarves also put extra importance on talent and technology knowledge inheritance. 



 

Thus, for them, inheritance stones were more important than any other stones. 

 

It was their means to continue the knowledge and talent inheritance so that the dwarves could continue 

to live well! 

 

Tyra would be very happy to receive inheritance stones and would even faint in excitement if she knew 

she could pick the type she wanted! 

 

Raphael also knew about this, and that's why he's convinced that Tyra would definitely help Ainsley to 

check and upgrade or modify the war vehicles. 

 

He couldn't tamper with the vehicles...but to provide so many vehicles for the Sloan Family... 

 

That's the same as cutting off a part of their flesh! 

 

Raphael was unwilling to give so many good vehicles to the Sloan Family, but Vallan was even more 

important. 

 

Vallan was their family's core and without Vallan, they would decline even faster. 

 

They had no choice but to comply with Ainsley's demand, right? 

 

The reason why Raphael had only come now to retrieve Vallan was precisely because the family was 

busy rebuilding their loss. 

 

It took them one whole year to stabilize the market and the family business along with other sectors– 

 

One year! Imagine how big the damage was! 
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Chapter 837 - "Blair's Second Awakening" 

Ainsley's unlucky blessing a year ago was really a huge impact on the Aretha Family, and now, they're 

really terrified of the baby's 'curse' ability. 

 

Raphael gritted his teeth as he looked at the calm Ainsley. Inside, the teen was thinking hard whether to 

agree or not. 

 

But he couldn't even negotiate because Ainsley captured Vallan... 

 

In the end, Raphael let out a long sigh and nodded. "Alright, I agree. I can represent my family to agree 

with your demand." 

 

Ainsley's eyes instantly lit up. 

 

"Good! Let's make a soul oath. I'll return Vallan to you after you give me all the things I ask for." 

 

Ainsley clapped her hands as she shifted her sitting position. 

 

"I won't add more requests but in turn, you also have to give me the best things." 

 

Raphael had thought things through and immediately agreed. 

 

"Deal. The construction will need a few months at most. Please wait patiently." 

 

"Don't worry. I'm always patient." Ainsley smiled smugly at Raphael and the two immediately made a 

soul contract. 

 

The 'negotiation' thingy ended in less than fifteen minutes, and Raphael ended up with the worst offer 

ever while Ainsley benefited a lot. 

 



After all, Vallan wasn't that useful anymore and could only become her dimensional farm's manager for 

a while. 

 

How ridiculous! 

 

But Vallan was also forced to teach Cellino how to control wind better, and that's how Cellino improved 

by leaps and bounds. 

 

Ainsley had squeezed Vallan's worth for a year. She even often deployed 

 

Vallan to help with her family's territorial war, decreasing the casualty rate by more than 90%. 

 

Vallan was already overworked as a prisoner but because of the charm ability, he could do nothing... 

 

How pitiful! 

 

Now, he would return to the Aretha Family, but who knew if he would be a bomb instead or not? 

 

Ainsley might place something inside Vallan or hypnotise him or something. No one could be sure. 

 

In the end, the Aretha Family still suffered the most, and up to this day, they regretted attacking the 

Sloan Family just because of Blair's childish tantrum! 

 

Raphael recalled the price he had to pay for offending the seemingly weak creature, and his teeth ached 

again. 

 

He suddenly had the urge to discipline that adopted younger sister of his! 

 

She's only an adopted daughter. If not for her luck being good and having helped the family a lot, why 

would they pamper her? 



 

And that Valerie...if the unicorn didn't fancy that kid, why would they adopt her in the first place?? 

 

Yes, Valerie actually fancied Blair when the unicorn was out having fun. Since then, it told Vallan about it 

and asked the family to adopt a daughter. 

 

Anyway, a unicorn only wanted a pure maiden and not boys. 

 

The Aretha Family's main family had no daughters, and the Aretha Family didn't want to give a chance to 

the side branch to seize Valerie. 

 

Thus, Blair was adopted and became Valerie's master. 

 

She became the Aretha Family's main daughter, and even if she didn't have the Aretha bloodline, 

everyone spoiled her. 

 

After all, aside from being super lucky and able to attract Valerie's attention, the kid also awakened her 

first ability when she's only five years old. 

 

Then, she was tested, and the expert said that there's a huge chance she could have more than two 

abilities! 

 

After all, the younger the ability user awakened their ability, the more chances they had to awaken 

more than two abilities. 

 

Look at Ainsley. She's only three years old and now four years old but has already awakened three or 

four abilities so far. 

 

That's such a monstrous speed that even experts couldn't explain the reason. 

 

Raphael was mad at Blair, but recently, maybe because the kid was stimulated by the Aretha Family's 

defeat or by her competitive nature against Ainsley… 



 

Blair actually awakened her second ability before she turned six! 

 

It was a powerful offence ability this time– force field. 

 

It was like an aggressive type of telekinesis. Inside her field, she's the God. She could do many things just 

using her mental strength. 

 

Even though the size of the field was so small right now, only a dome with a one-meter diameter, she's 

still young. 

 

She could improve her ability and expand her force field! 

 

The Aretha Family was ecstatic, and they didn't get mad at the kid for blindly attacking the Sloan Family. 

 

A force field ability was something rare, and not many people had it. 

 

But all people who had this ability grew to be influential and famous people. 

 

These people's families or forces also grew rapidly and became one of the top-notch powerhouses. 

 

After all, although this ability wasn't special like the alchemists, the summoners, the tamers, or other 

ability users in special big guilds, this ability was still strong. 

 

Especially when it's used in a war, imagine being able to control anything inside the field… 

 

That's really OP! 

 

Raphael took a deep breath and forced himself not to scold Blair in his mind. 

 



As he walked out of the room, he peeked at Ainsley behind him and clenched his fists. 

 

Just you wait, Ainsley Sloan. Our Aretha Family will make a comeback! 

 

Raphael himself also had a rare ability to control darkness, and one of his younger brothers was a 

monster tamer. 

 

He's a unique mutant monster tamer who could absorb the power of the monsters he tamed and used it 

for some time. 

 

His other younger brother was a complete genius, and recently, he had also awakened another ability 

related to divination. 

 

Although it was super weak and couldn't be controlled as he wished, this younger brother's future was 

also bright. 

 

The Aretha Family still had hope to become stronger than before and stand at the top of the mafia 

society! 
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Chapter 838 - "Familiar Intruders" 

Their Aretha Family was full of talented kids, while the Sloan Family only had Ainsley alone. 

 

Sooner or later, their Aretha family could beat the Sloan Family and take revenge! 

 

Thinking like this, the usually calm Raphael was also a bit excited. 

 

After all, he knew that they could never make peace with Ainsley, so why should they try? 

 

Just became stronger and took revenge on the Sloan Family! It would be best to rob the Sloan Family's 

inheritance stone mine. 

 



Ainsley didn't know that a certain teenager was actually petty despite being mature and smart. 

 

She didn't know that the dude wanted to take revenge...but even if she knew, so what? 

 

The Sloan Family might only have her as the only promising youth aside from the five buds, but it didn't 

mean it would still be like this in the future. 

 

Ainsley had long been planning to train the children at the Sloan Family and stimulate them to awaken 

their abilities. 

 

Of course, she wouldn't use nasty tricks to stimulate the awakening. After all, she had the Xocolet lake 

and the Godfather mausoleum. 

 

If one of the kids could be a shaman and contracted another high-level spirit with the Godfather's 

help...wouldn't that be awesome? 

 

Ainsley's plan to cultivate the children would have to wait until she established the Irregular Tamer 

guild. 

 

After negotiating with Raphael, Ainsley went out of the cabin and mingled with the guests. 

 

She would eat desserts, drink juices and play games...she also socialised with other children and didn't 

act aloof or hard to get. 

 

After all, this is her birthday party, and since she's in a good mood, it's okay to talk to some genuine and 

sincere children who didn't plan to stick to her for family benefit. 

 

Everything was fine and good, and the first half of the party was about to end. 

 

Next, the guests would go to the mansion's main hall to eat and dance, or just play and cut cakes. 

 



It should be like that, but before the party could continue, there was some commotion at the yacht's 

front deck. 

 

The yacht had sailed from the glass bridge and was now floating in the middle of the lake, far from the 

shore. 

 

If there's anything wrong happening inside the yacht, everyone will be in danger. 

 

Plus, this is Ainsley's birthday. 

 

The baby subconsciously didn't want anyone to make a commotion, and the guests also knew this basic 

etiquette. 

 

But apparently, some people didn't know how to be polite. 

 

Ainsley was talking with a few children when the servants suddenly approached her and whispered in a 

low voice. 

 

"B-boss, there...there is trouble at the deck…" 

 

Ainsley subconsciously knitted her eyebrows. "What trouble? Can't the guard take care of it? Or other 

security personnel?" 

 

Ainsley had made sure that the security here was perfect without a loophole. 

 

There were even some flying-type beasts guarding the air above the boat, to guard against sudden air 

attacks. 

 

Although this place was inside the Sloan Family's main territory, with so many foreign guests from all 

over the regions coming to celebrate Ainsley's birthday… 

 



There might be one or two people with malicious intents mixed within. 

 

But Ainsley was confident about her people's security measures. So why would the servants come to her 

instead of asking the guards to solve the trouble? 

 

The servant broke in a cold sweat and slowly opened his mouth, apparently wanting to say something 

but didn't know what to say. 

 

Seeing his hesitant look, Ainsley became a bit irritated. She nudged the servant gently and spoke, 

 

"What is it? Don't be afraid. Just tell me. We can't make the guests feel concerned because of this 

trouble." 

 

After Ainsley encouraged the servant, only then did the servant dare to open his mouth. 

 

He slowly spoke in a trembling voice, as if afraid of offending Ainsley. 

 

"That...there is a huge ice dragon landing on the yacht's deck. It bypassed all our security measures…" 

 

"Intruders? Why won't you guys clean them up? It's just an ice dragon. Is it a sacred beast or a 

monster?" 

 

Ainsley rolled her eyes at the servant. 

 

Dragons are indeed mighty, but this world had many creatures similar to dragons or had dragons' 

bloodline. 

 

When someone said it was an ice dragon, it might not mean the real ice dragon in legends. 

 

But the servant gulped as he shook his head. 



 

"The dragon is not a sacred beast, but it's close to being a sacred beast. It's definitely stronger than high-

level beasts." 

 

But that alone didn't need Ainsley to step up personally. Ainsley's guards and people weren't weak 

either! 

 

"The guards can still take care of such intruders...so, what happened– " 

 

The servant quickly interrupted before Ainsley could finish her words. 

 

"That...there are four people on the dragon's back. Two men and two children...the children is one boy 

and one girl." 

 

This time, Ainsley raised an eyebrow. 

 

The servant didn't immediately tell what's going on, but what he said just now had completely aroused 

her interest. 

 

Four people...the intruders even had a boy and a girl...are they really assassins? Why bring children? 

 

As if knowing that Ainsley was curious, the servant hurriedly continued his story telling. 

 

"That...one of the men has purple hair similar to your hair, boss. His eyes are also blue like yours." 

 

The servant paused before telling anorher piece of information, albeit looking reluctant 

 

"The children...their hair is also purple, but their eyes aren't." 

 

And they looked like your siblings. 



 

The servant didn't dare to say the last sentence, but Ainsley could vaguely sense what went wrong. 

 

She recalled what she knew a few months ago, about the possibility of her father having another child 

aside from her... 

 

'Then, don't tell me– ' 
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Chapter 839 - "Leroy Is Here" 

Ainsley immediately grabbed the servant's wrist and dragged him to the front deck while shouting. 

 

"Does that young man with purple hair look like me?!" 

 

The servant almost tripped and fell out of shock, but he quickly answered. 

 

"Y-yes, boss! The young man looks like you! And some of the older members and servants said 

that...that…" 

 

This servant entered the Sloan Family when Ainsley was the family head, so he didn't know the face of 

the Sloan Family's previous boss. 

 

But the old members and old servants knew. 

 

"They said that...the young man is the previous family head…" 

 

Boom! 

 

Ainsley's mind just blew up. The baby stopped in her place, almost making the servant behind her knock 

her body. 

 



"The previous...family head?" Ainsley repeated like a broken recorder. 

 

The servant could only nod while looking at Ainsley's face cautiously. 

 

"Y-yes…" 

 

The servant really didn't know why Ainsley's reaction seemed to be a bit wrong. 

 

What's going on here? The boss' face darkened, and she looked as if she was about to kill someone! 

 

But the previous family head...shouldn't be the boss' father? Or maybe he wasn't? 

 

Ainsley took a deep breath and didn't talk to the servant anymore. The baby chose to walk to the deck 

with a poker face. 

 

Right now, several guards had already surrounded the medium-sized ice dragon on the deck. 

 

The dragon should be larger than this, but the owner shrunk the dragon's size to fit on the deck. 

 

The several guards and a few mafia members pointed their weapons at the intruders while shouting. 

 

"Intruders! Leave or die!" 

 

The guards and the old members all knew that one of the intruders was someone they knew pretty well 

and someone they had tried to find a year ago. 

 

It was Leroy Sloan, the previous family head! 

 

Facing the weapons' muzzle, Leroy stood in front of his children, blocking them with his back. 



 

At the same time, Renmaure put his hands on his ice dragon's head, ready to use the dragon wings to 

protect the children. 

 

The children themselves were scared silly at such a commotion, and they huddled together near 

Renmaure and the dragon. 

 

Maurie, the little girl, even almost burst into tears. 

 

Leroy faced the guards and the old members with a polite smile on his face. He looked at the old 

members who knew him and couldn't help but sigh. 

 

"I have been away from the family for only a year, and now all of you have turned your back on me?" 

 

The old members who once served Leroy and even went to war with Leroy stiffened. 

 

But their reaction only lasted for a few seconds before their eyes gleamed with determination. 

 

One of the old members stepped forward and snorted. 

 

"So you still know that you were our family head, our boss? When you left the family and left all of us, 

did you ever think about that?!" 

 

The commotion already attracted the five buds, Elliana, Grandpa Yofan, and other Sloan Family's core 

members. 

 

Grandpa Yofan couldn't board the yacht and was waiting at the mansion, but he also heard of the 

commotion from one of the servants. 

 

The five buds, Elliana, and the other core members such as Martin and other youngsters circled the 

deck. 



 

Each of them had a dark face as they glared at the purple-haired young man in front of them. 

 

"You left us. And you're incompetent when you were the family head. Why bother coming back at this 

point?" 

 

Jevon, with his sharp tongue, didn't hesitate to scold Leroy to death. Such an arrogant young monster 

tamer wouldn't bend his back to just anyone. 

 

Ainsley got his recognition which means she's way more competent than this bastard! 

 

Leroy's smile stiffened, but he quickly maintained his polite smile. This time, he looked a bit helpless. 

 

"I left the family back then because of my lover and children...I never thought of abandoning you guys." 

 

When Elliana and the others heard of this, they almost puked. 

 

"So your other children are important, but your one and only heir isn't? You left a three-year-old toddler 

in a rotten family like that??" 

 

Marietta couldn't hold back her motherly instinct at all and immediately yelled at Leroy. 

 

This was the first time she saw Leroy's other children, and her heart instantly broke for Ainsley. 

 

So those kids deserved Leroy's care and attention while Ainsley had to stay with such a cold mafia family 

and fend for herself?! 

 

If Ainsley wasn't a genius and managed to clean up the rotten family, wouldn't she have suffered 

grievances over a year? 

 



Maybe she would be like that for the rest of her life! 

 

The other members' eyes instantly reddened. Even Elliana, the poker-faced woman, also teared up a bit. 

 

This scumbag abandoned Ainsley and said that it's because of his lover and other children! 

 

How is it possible?! 

 

The members had noticed Renmaure and instantly knew that this guy should be Leroy's so-called lover 

and maybe, the other father of the twins. 

 

Homosexuality wasn't as condemned as in Ainsley's original world, but in a traditional and old-fashioned 

mafia family, it was a taboo. 

 

No wonder Leroy left the family and lived with his lover, even making children with the help of 

technology or a surrogate mother. 

 

But that wasn't an excuse to abandon Ainsley! Why can't he just leave the family and never have Ainsley 

in the first place? 

 

Why should he leave the only heir of the main family alone? What's his purpose? 

 

One of the old members couldn't hold back anymore and immediately questioned in a sharp tone of 

voice. 

 

"I understand that you choose your lover and family. But if it's like that, why bother having our boss in 

the first place?" 

 

Yes, just why?? 
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Chapter 840 - "Isn't That Forgiving" 



The old member subconsciously glanced at the twins hiding behind Leroy. 

 

"Your children look older than our boss. Why bother having our boss after you have those two? Why 

leave our boss at the family while you escape alone?!" 

 

Hearing this, Leroy let out a long sigh and spoke with a voice full of regret. 

 

"Back then, the elders and higher-ups pestered me to leave an heir to the family. I...just don't want my 

children to be dragged into this." 

 

And if the elders knew that the children were his child with another man, wouldn't they harm the 

children? 

 

Mafias were all ruthless! 

 

"That's why I have Ainsley and leave only when she's three years old. I have endured for three 

years...why can't I leave?" 

 

The members were all speechless. 

 

This scum father is so biased! 

 

He didn't want his children to live in a dangerous mafia family but let Ainsley be the scapegoat, the 

sacrifice! 

 

The young man's explanation enraged the whole crowd until Alvaro, who was silent all this time, also 

opened his mouth. 

 

"Then, why are you back now? We don't need you here. Don't come back and make our boss upset!" 

 

Alvaro rarely spoke, but this time, he spoke a lot of words and even raised his tone of voice. 



 

He's infuriated! 

 

Leroy paused at Alvaro's words and smiled sheepishly. 

 

"I just want to congratulate her on her birthday party and introduce her siblings to her…" 

 

Leroy paused before turning around and gently pushed his children to stand on his left and right side. 

 

"When I knew that Ainsley is a genius, I immediately thought that she would understand her father's 

circumstances and maybe accept her siblings too." 

 

Leroy's voice was soft and full of love as he stroked the twins' heads. 

 

"I once thought that Ainsley and the people at the Sloan Family might not accept me, Ren, and the 

twins. But now…" 

 

Now, Ainsley is the one in control of the family. They didn't have to fear the higher-ups' pressure. 

 

"That's why I just hope our family will reunite and stay together. Is it wrong?" Leroy pulled a family card 

as he looked at Elliana, Ainsley's current guardian. 

 

He knew that Elliana was Ainsley's guardian after investigating things. 

 

"Besides, if I go back to the family, I can be Ainsley's guardian. I won't be so shameless as to take back 

the family head's seat. I…" 

 

Leroy paused before lowering his head. His voice became smaller and full of self-blame. 

 

"I just want to be Ainsley's guardian. I'm her father. She will also be happy." 



 

Leroy had just said that when a childish voice suddenly rang throughout the deck. 

 

"Really? How did you know I'll be happy?" 

 

Everyone instantly turned their heads to look at the voice source. 

 

When they saw it was that person, the crowds of guests immediately opened up a path. 

 

Behind the crowds, Ainsley walked calmly toward Leroy and the others. 

 

Behind her was her friends, Jake, Evan, the non-human guests, and all people she knew quite well. 

 

The baby's clothes were shimmering under the moonlight, and the people behind her built her 

momentum. 

 

Such a grand entrance shocked not only the people at the deck but also Leroy and his family. 

 

It was the first time Leroy saw Ainsley after a year, but she had changed a lot. 

 

She wasn't a timid little toddler who didn't know anything anymore. 

 

She's now much stronger, smarter, and even more charismatic. She's clearly two years younger than the 

twins, but her momentum far exceeded the twins. 

 

The pressure she unconsciously released as a family head almost frightened the twins. 

 

Even Renmaure also stiffened, and his muscles tightened. He was actually intimidated by Ainsley's mere 

presence! 

 



It was like facing a calm ocean, but one knew how many dangers were hiding beneath the calm surface. 

 

Leroy was stunned for a few seconds before he quickly regained his thoughts. The young man showed a 

charming smile at Ainsley and nodded. 

 

"Ain….you're here." 

 

"Yeah, I'm here." Ainsley strode to Leroy and stopped three meters in front of the scum father. 

 

The young man was dressed up neatly, looking like a young master from an influential family. Even the 

boorish Renmaure also dressed up nicely. 

 

The twins weren't an exception either. 

 

The boy wore a blue suit for children while the girl wore a light pink dress. They looked like Kiki and Lala 

from the Sanrio series! 

 

The twins were really cute, but no one could appreciate their cuteness, especially when Ainsley was 

there. 

 

When there was no comparison, the twins did look cute because they were identical twins. 

 

But when Ainsley stood in front of them, one could see Ainsley's excellent gene inherited from her 

father, and she's a notch cuter than the twins. 

 

But it was ironic that the daughter who resembled Leroy the most was now looking at Leroy with a pair 

of cold blue eyes. 

 

"I'm here. What do you want?" Ainsley didn't beat around the bush and immediately hit the bullseye. 

 



"If you want to be involved in my Sloan Family, I suggest you go back. You're no longer a part of the 

Sloan Family!" 

 

The moment he left the Sloan Family and disappeared, he had cut off ties with the Sloan Family. 

 

Even the mafia council would also acknowledge this. 

 

That's why a lot of people in the mafia family would kidnap the influential people in the family and let 

them disappear for months. 

 

After that, the kidnapped person would no longer be a part of that mafia family. 

 

They had to rejoin the family and start from the bottom if they wanted to regain their previous position– 

 

Unless the higher-ups generously forgave their 'betrayal' and restored their position. 

 

But Ainsley wasn't that forgiving! 

 


